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Abstract:
There has accumulated a considerable literature on supply chain coordination over the last two decades. In single period cases, most papers carry out the following four steps: 1. Solve the given decentralized problem; 2. Solve the corresponding centralized problem; 3. Show that there is double marginalization and hence the need for coordination; 4. Obtain a contract to coordinate the supply chain. The coordinating contract is obtained by equating the follower's best response to the centralized channel's optimal decision. A missing step is to show that the coordinating contract so obtained is an equilibrium in the Stackelberg game under the contract. In this paper, we present this missing step (the 5th step) by showing that the coordinating contract obtained in the conventional way is indeed a Stackelberg equilibrium. We develop a general framework to obtain coordinating contracts and apply it to special cases, such as revenue-sharing contract, buy-back contract, quantity flexibility contract, and sales rebate contract. We conclude the paper by extending the 5-step approach to two-period supply chains where the equilibrium concept to be used is that of Feedback Stackelberg equilibrium.
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